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Abstract: Image segmentation is a fundamental and complex task in many image processing applications. In 

this paper, we propose a hybrid method for color image segmentation by integrating color edge information and 

seeded region growing. We use the color edge information to decide the best position to place the seed and to 

control the growth of the region.  By using color edge detection technique, regions without edges are labeled as 

the initial seed. Regions are grown from this seed point by adding neighboring pixels that are similar based on 

homogeneity criterion. The obtained edge map and the region growth map are fused together to produce 

homogeneous regions with closed boundaries. Finally region merging is done to merge small regions. 
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I. Introduction 
Image Segmentation is a significant and a very complex technique in image processing. To dig out the 

useful information from any image, the foreground and background must be separated. In image processing 

segmentation is considered as the right procedure and practice for this task. The automatic image segmentation 

technique can be classified as 1) Segmentation based on thresholding 2) Boundary-Based Segmentation 3) 

Region-Based Segmentation 4) Hybrid techniques.  

Many segmentation algorithms have been proposed in the literature where edge, color and texture were 

considered as the basic metric for segmentation. Image segmentation is used in various applications like medical 

imaging, recognition, detection and many more. Many segmentation algorithms have been implemented to 

segment gray scale images[1]. Segmentation based on thresholding is based on the assumption that pixels in the 

particular image may be either a background or foreground. Usually this type of segmentation is used to 

segment gray scale images [2] – [4]. Due to the advancement in color image processing, color image 
segmentation becomes essential to extract meaningful segments from images. Boundary based segmentation can 

be used to segment color images. This type of segmentation is based on the assumption that there will be an 

abrupt change in the pixel properties (intensity, color, texture) between different regions [6] – [8]. Region based 

segmentation is based on the assumption that neighboring pixels within a region should have similar pixel 

properties like color, texture and intensity [9] – [12]. Hybrid methods combine boundary based and region based 

segmentation to obtain better segmentation result [13] – [18]. 

 

1.1 Seeded Region Growing 
Segmentation of images can be done based on similarities or discontinuities between pixels. Region 

based segmentation is carried out based on the similarities in the given image. Region based segmentation create 

regions directly by grouping pixels together which share common features. The regions that are formed using 

region based segmentation have the following properties. 

i) The entire image R can be divided into several subregions R1, R2,…….,Rn. 

ii) Each region Ri should be connected based on some predicate (ie) Uniformity predicate is true. 

iii) Two different regions say Ri and Rj should be distinct (ie) Uniformity predicate is false. 

In this paper, we propose a new color image segmentation algorithm based on seeded region growing 

that automatically 1) selects initial seed for the color images using edge information in the CIE L*a*b color 

space 2) Perform region growing based on the color similarity. 3) perform region merging  based on the size of 

segmented regions.   

Using color edge detection, our algorithm first detects the edges, which locate the regions without 
edges. The pixels present in each distinct region receive a label and the pixels with same label are referred as 

seed. These seeds will grow into the higher edge density area. Region growing is done based on the color 

similarity between the seed and the adjacent pixel. 

Our algorithm is compiled in a MatLab environment and tested over images obtained from the 

Berkeley database. 
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II. Proposed Work 
Fig(1) shows the general block diagram of our proposed algorithm. Initially the RGB color image is 

transformed to CIE L*a*b color space.  Though many color spaces like HIS, HSV, YCbCr etc., are present the 

reason for choosing CIE L*a*b for our work is, the color difference which we see correspond to the distances 

when measured colorimetrically (ie) it approximates human vision. The L component closely matches human 

perception of lightness. 

The proposed algorithm uses a color edge detection algorithm, that identifies the regions into which the 

image to be segmented. It also provides the direction for the growth procedure. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: General Block diagram of Proposed Work 

2.1 Edge detection 
Variation of scene features such as color, brightness, texture gives rise to edges. Detecting edges will 

detect the discontinuities of the scene intensity function. Detecting edges will provide the basic shape 
information. Edges are locations with high image gradient or derivative. Edges are vector variables which gives 

the magnitude of the gradient and direction. Edge detection methods can be categorized as: 1) first order 

derivative/Gradient Methods 2) Second derivative methods 3)Optimal Edge detector. Gradient operators such as 

Roberts, Prewitt and Sobel operators [21]-[23] detect edges by finding the magnitude in its first derivative. The 

second derivative operators such as Laplacian operator, detect edges by searching for Zero-Crossings in the 

second derivative.  The edge detection procedure using the magnitude of the gradient as defined by Lee and Cok 

[20], for the 3D image is described as, 

Let x,y,z denote three color channels and i,j denote the spatial co-ordinates of a pixel. The following 

variables are defined to find the corresponding gradient values in each location: 
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The gradient matrix D for the vector field f can be defined as 
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The distance from a given point with a unit vector u in the spatial domain 𝑑 =  𝑢𝑇𝐷𝑇𝐷𝑢 corresponds 

to the distance travelled in color domain. The largest eigen value of the matrix 𝐷𝑇𝐷 gives the maximum 

distance travelled. The matrix 𝐷𝑇𝐷 is given by 

𝐷𝑇𝐷 =  
𝑞 𝑟
𝑟 𝑠

  

The largest eigen value 𝜆 is  𝜆 =
1

2
 𝑞 + 𝑠 +   𝑞 + ℎ 2 − 4 𝑞𝑠 − 𝑡2   . The gradient value in each location is 

𝐺 =  𝜆. 
 

2.2 Initial seed selection 
Region growing is a procedure in which pixels are grouped together to form regions based on some 

similarity conditions like color, gray level, texture or pixel intensity. Growing process is initiated by selecting an 

initial pixel called as seed pixel which acts as a seed for the growing process. The quality of final segmentation 

is highly dependent on the selection of seed pixel. In our proposed work, the seed selection procedure finds 

regions where edge map displays no edge. The selected regions are the initial seed. 
 

2.3 Threshold Generation 
From the CIE L*a*b color space, the gradient values are calculated as explained in section I.A .Fig.2. From 

the histogram plot of the gradient values initial threshold is generated. For images in which a large percentage of 

gradient values spread over a narrow range, a high threshold is chosen and for images in which large percentage 

of gradient values spread over a wide range, a low threshold value is chosen[19]. The threshold T is chosen in 

such a manner that all low gradient regions are taken as the initial seed. As given in GSEG algorithm [19], we 

choose 5 as the low threshold value and 10 as the high threshold value. Fig.4 Initial seeds are generated by 

sensing all regions whose gradient value is less than the chosen threshold. The selected seed should be large 
enough to prevent multiple seed generation within a region. The size of the seed will vary according to the size 

of the region. Each seed pixel will receive unique label and the collective set of all initial seed pixels is called a 

seed map. Fig.3 gives a sample labeled seed map. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Threshold generation (a) input Image (b) Gradient Map of (a) ,(c)(T = 10 case) gradient map 

histogram for input (a), (d) input Image (e) Gradient Map of (d) ,(f)(T = 5 case) gradient map histogram for 

input (d) 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

(d) (e) 

(f) 
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                                  Seeds Map (Labeled Image) 
1 1 0 0 3 3 0 0 

1 1 0 0 0 3 3 3 

1 1 1 0 3 3 3 3 

0 0 1 0 0 3 3 0 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 2 2 0 4 4 4 0 

0 2 2 0 0 4 4 4 

0 2 0 0 0 0 4 4 

 

Fig 3: Labeled seed Map and number of pixels per seed 

 

Region Growing 
After the selection of initial seed, there are several pixels which are to be grouped to the seed pixel to 

form a large region. Let these pixels be named as ungrouped pixels and all the allocated pixels are termed as 

grouped pixels. We use the color similarity function as a predicate for region growing algorithm.  

 

 
Fig 4. a) Input Image b)RGB to CIE L*a*b c) Gradient Map  d) Initial seed 

 
 Let Ps be the seed pixel and Pi be any ungrouped pixel. The color similarity between the two pixels is 

calculated and the difference between the two pixels will show how far apart they are in the color space. If the 

difference between the two pixels is greater than a particular threshold it is discarded and if it is less than the 

threshold it is grouped with the seed pixel. 

     Since we are using the CIE L*a*b color space, the color similarity is calculated as, 

                            Δ𝐿 = 𝐿𝑠 − 𝐿𝑖                        

                            Δ𝑎 = 𝑎𝑠 − 𝑎𝑖                        

                            Δ𝑏 = 𝑏𝑠 − 𝑏𝑖                        

where 𝐿𝑠 , 𝑎𝑠 ,and 𝑏𝑠 gives the L channel, a channel and b channel values of the seed pixel and  𝐿𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖 ,and 𝑏𝑖 

gives the L channel, a channel and b channel of any ungrouped pixel respectively. Δ𝐿 gives the lightness 

difference, Δ𝑎 gives the red/green difference and Δ𝑏 gives the yellow/blue difference. The CIE L*a*b co-

ordinate system is shown in Table.1. The CIE L*a*b color difference between the pixels is shown in Table.2. 

 

Table 1: CIE Lab Co-ordinates 

L Light - Dark 

a Red - Green 

b Yellow - Blue 

 

Table 2: CIE Lab Color Difference 

 + - 

∆L Light Dark 

∆a Red Green 

∆b Yellow Blue 

  

 The total color difference ∆𝑇 =  ∆𝐿2 + ∆𝑎2 + ∆𝑏2. The seeded region growing procedure is repeated 

until all the ungrouped pixels in the image have been allocated to its corresponding region. In our algorithm we 
choose 2 as the threshold for color similarity. 

Seed Label No. of Pixels 

1 8 

2 7 

3 11 

4 8 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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 The detected color edges and the resultant seeded region grown images are integrated to provide a 

better segmentation result. The boundary pixels of each homogeneous region and the edge pixels are first 

extracted. Pixels which are detected both as boundary and edge pixel will become a boundary pixel of a region. 
The pixel which is detected as an edge pixel but not as a boundary should become a pixel on the final region 

boundary. The pixel which is detected as a boundary but not as an edge should be the pixel inside a region. 

These three possibilities are explained by means of Table.3. 

 

Table 3: Integrating boundary and edge pixels 

Extracted Pixel 
Result 

Boundary Edge 

1 1 Final Boundary 

0 1 Final Boundary 

1 0 Region 

 

2.4 Region Merging 
During initial seed selection several seeds were generated, which splits a region into several small 

regions. To prevail over this oversegmentation problem, we perform region merging. In our proposed work we 

merge two regions based on the size. The distance between two regions is computed and if this distance is less 
than a particular threshold, we merge the two regions. Again the distance between this newly generated region 

and its adjacent region is computed and merging is done based on the chosen threshold. This process is repeated 

until no region has a distance less than the threshold. In our experiment, regions less than 0.65% of the image 

are merged to form a large homogeneous region. 

 

III. Results and Discussion 
We have performed the experiment using our proposed segmentation algorithm in the color images 

taken from the publically available Berkeley segmentation dataset. We can able to obtain reasonably good 

results. The results of our proposed algorithm at different stages are presented in fig 4(a) – (f).  

 

Fig.5. a) Input Image b)RGB to CIE L*a*b c) Gradient Map d) Initial seed e) Seeded Region growing fused 

with edge map f)Segmented Image after Region Merging 

 

 The input RGB image is shown in fig 5(a) and its CIE L*a*b space image is shown in fig 5(b). The 

edge map using gradient values and the initial seed map is shown in fig 5(c) and 5(d) respectively. The 

segmented image based on color similarity and edge map is given in fig 5(e). The final segmented image 

after region merging based on the size is shown in fig 5(f). Fig (6) and(7) provides additional results for our 

proposed algorithm. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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Fig.6. a) Input Image b)RGB to CIE L*a*b, c) Gradient Map d) Initial seed e) Seeded Region growing fused 

with edge map f)Segmented Image after region Merging 

IV. Conclusion 
In this paper, we proposed an algorithm for color image segmentation based on seeded region growing. 

Our work is primarily based on color edge detection and seeded region growing. Segmenting images based on 

color will fail to identify meaningful objects. Segmentation based on edge detection fails to extract connected 

edges. Our work uses both color and edge information to produce more meaningful regions. Experimental 

results show that our algorithm can produce reasonably good results in various color images. 
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